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Abstract 

To feel relativity, we need the help of thinking to respect one thing to another. We cannot feel relativity unless we 

respect one thing with another thing by our thinking. If there is no thinking then there is nothing but when thinking 

starts, we try to respect. If we can't respect, we can't understand relativity. If there is no change then we cannot 

relate and relativity stops but with the thinking we can respect that unchanged body with another unchanged body. 
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Summary

We cannot feel relativity unless we respect one thing with another thing 

by our thinking. If there is no thinking then there is nothing but when 

thinking starts, we try to respect. If we can't respect, we can't understand 

relativity. Everywhere we go we can understand something with respect 

to time but when we can find time then we can find relativity. If there is 

no change then we cannot relate and relativity stops but with the thinking 

we can respect that unchanged body with another unchanged body. If we 

are in space then we relate something with the motion of planetary bodies 

but we cannot relate in our inner body unless we respect it with other 

bodies. Respect to a constant we can relate to. 

When we are in space then we can think about time with respect to the 

movements of other planetary bodies. 

Motion of these is kept as coordinate axes and we relate the motion of our 

clock which we set as a constant. Here we compare the clock of our hand 

in space with movement of a star or a planet. But when our brain doesn't 

think or cannot relate the two types of motions then relative speed or 

motion can't be measured, then respected value of speed comes. Then the 

thinking is time. That is what we think as constant with other thing varies 

with it, we say time changes. So, thinking of time is then run by respected 

value or in my word "respectivity", where no two speeds are 

found to relate and relativity doesn't occur. Then only thinking respect 

holds for measuring time. When we cannot think of two types of thinkings 

then relativity doesn't happen. So, when you cannot find relativity sense 

then you can find respect sense. If respect sense is proper then relativity 

can or cannot be there if we think it or not. 

Conclusion 

Relative things can be said if we can understand the thing with respect to 

other things. Relative things can be found from a minimum of two things 

but respective things can be found in one thing. The observer himself can 

respect a thing with his own thinking.  
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